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AUXILIARY

The Auxiliary Judge (press box level) is to credit the overall quality and depth of the composing process and program with respect to form, body and 

equipment, and the achievement of excellence by the total ensemble. Emphasis is to be placed on the active demonstration of skills, in all facets of the 

presentation. 

Overall Design

Form, Body and Equipment Presentation

Accuracy and Timing

Visual Musicality and Expressive Opportunities

Program Content

Creativity

Integration and Coordination



Box 3 Box 4

Accuracy and Timing  - Attention in areas of equipment, dance and presentation creates a total package. 

Training, Stamina and Recovery  - Training provides definition and ability to perform the entire show.

Adherence to Role and Style  - Defined character and method creates an identity.

Communication and Nuance  - Performance creates a connection to the audience while displaying expressive qualities.

Good

Frequently Constantly

Integration and Coordination  - Layered moments and effects are well focused.

Production Value and Appeal  - Overall concepts are enhanced by color, theme and stage.

Clarity of Intent  - The written package is defined in sections of the program. 

Excellence

Excellent Superior

Boxes

Visual Musicality and Expressive Opportunities  - Exploration of the music using dynamics of space, time, weight and flow.
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equipment, and the achievement of excellence by the total ensemble. Emphasis is to be placed on the active demonstration of skills, in all facets of the 

presentation.

Form, Body and Equipment Presentation  - The range, variety and depth within the triad.

Overall Design - Overall visual design combines integration and coordination.

Program Content

Number Range 68 - 72 - 77 - 81

Overall Technique  - Mental and physical development helps the technical area of the program. 

Creativity  - New ideas are presented in interesting ways.

82 - 86 - 90 - 94 95 - 100

Sometimes

Box 5


